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About This Content

The Just a Cleric OST is finally here!

When The Booger Myers Band shows up, the WORLD SMASH HITS just keep on coming! Written and performed by yours
truly, I try to push music to the LIMITS OF BEARABILITY FOR ALL. Included are 41 songs and pieces of music straight

from the game and the 'Scholar of the First Wuss' expansion:

Just a Cleric!
Big G Theme

Temporary Party
Dead Pals
In Town

Drink Up!
P.P. Smith

Buy the Stuff!
Enterprising Wizard

Subscreen
Dungeon

You Died!
Creepy & Weird

Big-Ass Tree
Giant Cricket
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Big Boss
Cemetary

I Play Drums Too!
Sand in my Shoes

Bird Poo
Cultists

Goblins R' Us
Ninjas Are Awesome

Fishing Time
Make Way For Failure

The Dark Cave
The 299

Escape the Bees
Golden Knight.. Hee Hee

Castle of (A-Hole)
It's Cold!

Mausoleum
Milk

Piggy Wagon
Volcano Vs Pale Wussies

Surfin' Cleric
Stop Dragon My @ss Around

You Won The Game!
Super Boss!
Cursed Sh!t

Grind-O-Rama
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i spent many many many hours playing netstorm when my dad randomly picked it up for me. and from what i can tell the art
seems very similar and nice. the controls seem similar aswell if unfinished. sadly couldn't test out gameplay much at all. as there
is no singleplayer yet and noone was online. tentatively i'd say its worth a purchase from what i did manage to see even if the
price is a bit steep.. For $1 this shmup is a great deal!

I had a quick play through and I'm really impress with the gameplay. Collect enough coins you can upgrade your weapons and
ship and there are plenty of customizing available in the shop that can be access anytime during in game play. I also love the
retro graphics with scanlines and the overall graphics is just amazing.

This game isn't easy and you will die a lot. I like the challenge and the difficulty level is just right for a shmup fan.

There's no gamepad support at the moment but Devs are working on it. Lucky for me I have a Steam Controller and able to map
KB input.

Also edit your S3DClient.cfg file to enable Fullscreen and set resolution.. I play it every day. I love it. I'll soon play it more than
GTA V man. Only think I hate is that I can't take big creations without lag, but that's not the game's fault.. The idea is simple yet
clever - a bejeweled-like game that lets you clear the board in the rhythm of your favourite music. Sounds like fun, right? Well,
it's not. The beat detection - a core part of this game mechanics - is totally screwed up which makes it pretty much unplayable.
First time, I played for about an hour before I grew irritated enough to uninstall the game. Second time, I got frustrated after a
few songs. Third time, I didn't even manage to finish the first song. There will be no fourth time, I'm more than sure.. I want to
love this game I really do but I can not reccomend this to any one, I ffnd that when I started it was extremley challengeing but
fair. But as the game goes on it starts to become cheap and it just turns to random luck on weather or not you progress.. Great
old-school RPG. I just wish JV would reduce the amount of trash mobs you have to fight constantly.. This game asks me not to
write this, but God dammit, I'm going to write it anyway because I wrote it and it's the truth.
I \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ING LOVE THIS GAME. IT IS THE BEST GAME EVER, PERIOD. LADIES AND
GENTLEMEN, PAINTBALL 707.. Simple and quick, yet always fun to play.
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Kindof enjoyable diversion but won't come close to joining Duck Game, Towerfall, or Samurai Gunn in my go-to local
multiplayer classics library. The time travel mechanic is cool but lacks strategic depth.

Worth a try but not a buy at the moment. Haven't tried single player and don't plan to.. Some achievements are ridiculous and,
unlike Pixel Puzzles Japan, I don't think the art of the puzzles are nice. Also, it works almost the same as PP Japan with the
point and click to select pieces and it does have some flaws.

The menu mini-game need a pause button, because its achievements are ridiculous! Ohhh, maybe it is a good idea to make the
player kill 5000 zombies. In a sit. Which takes more than 1:30 hours.... A great game in the making... Its in a perfectly playable
state, a few minor bugs, i like the idea, and am really waiting to see were it goes.

I will update this as we see some more content, and have some one to try the multiplayer with.

for the price ya cant go wrong.. Like a mousy-cheesy version of World of Goo.. Reminds me of old school 8bit genre keep up
the good work. !!! READ THIS BEFORE YOU BUY THIS PACK AND COMPLAIN !!!
> It is recomended if you do it *step by step* with the solution I provided *side by side* <

It will NOT work if you
1\/ using a non-Steam version
2\/ *newly* install a Steam-version War Thunder and run it under the current *main Gaijin* account with the HOPE that the
pack will be there after buy it.

SOLUTION:
Step 1: C:\/Users\/My Games\/ War Thunder ( search it! in which ever disk you placed My Games ) and >DELETE IT
Step 2:Launch War thunder from Steam
Step 3: Log into the *main Gaijin* account using email and password for the first time after the delete.
>!!! DO NOT PRESS STEAM LOG IN FOR THE FIRST TIME !!!<
Step 4:
> Click Pilot\/Tanker picture, or your name next to the WAR THUNDER text upper screen
> Switch User
Step 5: Steam Log in
Step 6: Quit War Thunder
Step 7: Launch War Thunder via Steam Library
Step 8: Steam Log in and Enjoy!. It's a good game don't get me wrong......but for $19.99 it's lacking. I wish it had a mode that
you could just be at the station and it would just generate missions. You just play through the story line and that is it. Maybe I'm
being too picky but def. try to get this game when it goes on sale, don't feel like I quite got $20 worth. It's fun to play games like
this when you do it in real life!!
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